

AP Environmental Science (APES) Summer Assignment 2019 K. Viray


Thank you for choosing to take AP Environmental Science (APES) this year. We have a lot to do this year, so you need to get started now. We need to get started on important topics and case studies as soon as school starts. You need to read and answer the Ch 1 & 2 questions and define the vocabulary terms, watch the videos and answer the video questions, and be ready for a Ch 1 & 2 test on the 2nd class. If you have additional questions, I can be reached at kviray@teaneckschools.org. I will check email regularly though not necessarily every day, so you need to plan ahead! This summer assignment counts as your first test grade. Ch 1 & 2 of our textbook is on my eboard, under the summer assignment tab: http://kviray.teaneckschools.site.eboard.com/



K. Viray
APES Ch 1 & 2
Unit 1: Introduction to Environmental Science & Systems


Chapter 1 Vocabulary List

Environment


Environmental Science


System


Ecosystem


Biotic


Abiotic


Environmentalist


Environmental Studies


Ecosystem Services


Environmental Indicators


Sustainability


Biodiversity


Speciation


Background Extinction Rate


Greenhouse Gases


Anthropogenic


Development


Sustainable Development




Ecological Footprint


Scientific Method


Hypothesis


Null Hypothesis


Replication


Sample Size


Uncertainty


Inductive Reasoning


Deductive Reasoning


Critical Thinking


Theory


Natural Law


Control Group


Natural Experiment


Environmental Justice






Reading Questions 1A

•	Opening Story: The Mysterious Neuse River Fish Kill

•	Environmental science offers important insights into our world and how we influence it. •	Humans alter natural systems.
•	Environmental scientists monitor natural systems for signs of stress.


1. What happened in the Neuse River, and how did it affect the local population & economy?




2. What is the importance of studying systems in environmental science? Why can’t we just study isolated events or isolated individuals?




3. Environmental Science is interdisciplinary, in that it includes life sciences, natural sciences, and social sciences to study the interactions of living, nonliving and uniquely human systems to understand the world. How does this blending present both challenges and opportunities to environmental scientists?



4. Tool use and social cooperation have allowed humans to alter their environment enormously. What advantages do these traits give humans in outcompeting other species?





5. So far in history, technological development has led to both increased human well-being and increased environmental disruption. Why has this been the case?



6. List what you think are the 3 BIGGEST ways in which humanity has transformed nature, and evaluate what you think their benefits to us and their impacts on the environment have been.
Activity

Benefits of Activity

Environmental Impacts

1.



2.



3.






7. What advantages do ecosystems with higher species diversity have over those with lower species diversity?




8. There are at least 2 million species on Earth, and species have been naturally evolving and going extinct for billions of years (in fact, over 99% of all species that ever existed are now extinct!). Given these facts, why do we care if human activity is driving other species extinct as we grow?





9. Although total world grain production is increasing, per capita production remains flat. What factors have contributed to this situation?







10. What do you think is a higher priority: maximizing total food production, or maximizing equality of access to food for all people?





11. What two major human activities have had the greatest impact on the increase of greenhouse gases, and why?





12. Do you think it is ethical for countries to forcefully restrict their population’s growth by limiting the ability of people to have as many children as they want? Explain.




13. What is the difference between renewable and nonrenewable resources?




14. How does resource use vary between developed countries and developing ones?


Video Questions 1A

Watch “Let the Environment Guide Our Development” (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RgqtrlixYR4)

(Or www.ted.com/talks/johan_rockstrom_let_the_environment_guide_our_development.html)

Read the Focus Questions in advance to help you catch key information. Take notes while watching, then summarize and answer the questions when you finish.

Take Notes as you watch:

Summarize Main Ideas




Focus Questions:

1. What does Rockstrom mean by the need to “bend the curves”? (5:05)






2. What are the “planetary boundaries”, and why do we need to be aware of thresholds?






3. How can a “shift in mindset” turn crises in to opportunities?







Respond with your own thoughts, questions, connections, and conclusions:


Chapter 2 Vocabulary List

Matter


Mass


Atom


Element


Periodic Table


Molecules


Compounds


Atomic Number


Mass Number


Isotopes


Radioactive Decay


Half-Life


Covalent Bonds


Ionic Bonds


Hydrogen Bond


Polar Molecule


Surface Tension


Capillary Action


Acid


Base


pH


Chemical Reaction


Law of Conservation of Matter


Inorganic Compounds


Organic Compounds


Carbohydrates


Proteins


Nucleic Acids


DNA




RNA


Lipids


Cell


Energy


Electromagnetic Radiation


Photons


Joule


Power


Potential Energy


Kinetic Energy


Chemical Energy


Temperature


First Law of Thermodynamics


Second Law of thermodynamics


Energy Efficiency


Energy Quality


Entropy


Open System


Closed System


Inputs


Outputs


System Analysis


Steady State


Feedback


Negative Feedback Loops


Positive Feedback Loops


Adaptive Management Plan






Reading Questions 2A

•	Opening Story: A Lake of Salt Water, Dust Storms, and Endangered Species •	Earth is a single interconnected system.
•	All environmental systems consist of matter.


1. Why did Mono Lake develop large mineral structures?




2. What negative environmental consequences occurred as a result of Los Angeles building an aqueduct to transport water from the lake to the city?



3. The Earth is a single interconnected system, but it can be subdivided into many smaller systems. How does the nature of the problem to be studied determine the scale of the system chosen?



4. What is the difference between an atom, a molecule, and a compound?




5. How do different isotopes of the same element differ, and what is their significance?




6. What occurs during radioactive decay of an unstable heavy isotope?




7. How is the half-life of a radioactive element determined, and why is it important?




8. What are the distinguishing properties of covalent bonds, ionic bonds, and hydrogen bonds?




9. When scientists look for other planets that may have life, they focus on planets that contain water. How do the water’s unique properties make it key for supporting biological processes?


10. Water molecules bond very strongly to other water molecules and many other molecules. Why is this?
11. Why do coastal areas near lakes and oceans tend to see smaller swings in temperature from hot to cold?



12. How can it be determined whether a substance is an acid or a base?




13. Suppose solution A has a pH of 3, solution B has a pH of 7 and solution C has a pH or 8. If solution B has 100,000 H+ ions, how many H+ ions do each of solution A and C have?



14. As a tree grows, it’s mass increases. Why is this not a violation of the law of conservation of matter?



15. If matter is conserved and there is no “somewhere else” to which organisms can get rid of their wastes because of the law of conservation of matter, why is the world not filled with waste matter?




16. What defines organic matter?




17. Complete the following chart regarding the major types of macromolecules (organic matter):


Defining Characteristics

Role in Cell/Organism

Examples


Carbohydrates





Proteins





Nucleic Acids





Lipids






APES Video Questions 2A

Watch “Crash Course Chemistry #1: The Nucleus” (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FSyAehMdpyI)

Read the Focus Questions in advance to help you catch key information. Take notes while watching, then summarize and answer the questions when you finish.

Take Notes as you watch:

Summarize Main Ideas




Focus Questions:

1. What are atoms composed of? Describe the properties of each component.






2. What are isotopes? Why are they important?






3. What role does charge play in atomic interactions?






Respond with your own thoughts, questions, connections, and conclusions:

